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Abstract—Large memory consumption of the neural network
language models (NN LMs) prohibits their use in many
resource-constrained scenarios. Hence, effective NN LM
compression approaches that are independent of NN structures are
of great interest. However, previous approaches usually achieve a
high compression ratio at the cost of obvious performance loss. In
this paper, two recently proposed quantization approaches, product
quantization (PQ) and soft binarization are effectively combined to
address the issue. PQ decomposes word embedding matrices into a
Cartesian product of low dimensional subspaces and quantizes each
subspace separately. Soft binarization uses a small number of float
scalars and the knowledge distillation technique to recover the performance loss during the binarization. Experiments show that the
proposed approaches can achieve a high compression ratio, from 70
to over 100, while still maintaining comparable performance to the
uncompressed NN LM on both PPL and word error rate criteria.
Index Terms—Neural network language model, binarization,
product quantization.

I. INTRODUCTION
EURAL Network Language Models (NN LMs) have
become increasingly popular and important for both
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language
Processing (NLP). The key difference between NN LMs and
N-gram LMs is that NN LMs are parameterized models,
which utilize the distributed representation for both words
and contexts. NN LMs automatically learn the smoothing
and back-off of the traditional N-gram LMs, and have better
generalization ability on unseen data. However, NN LMs
still have a similar problem of model complexity, especially
when the vocabulary size is set large in order to achieve the
state-of-the-art performance. A large number of parameters can
quickly become an obstacle for deploying high-performance
NN LMs on memory-constrained embedded devices such as
mobile phones and IoT devices. Model compression is therefore
necessary and of great interest in such scenarios. NN LM model
compression can be categorized into two types: the compact
NN structure design and the quantization based compression.
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In structure-design approaches, different types of compact
NN structures or matrix factorization approaches have been investigated. Gated recurrent units (GRU) [1] simplifies the gating
mechanism of long-short-term-memory (LSTM) by combining
the cell state with the output, thus decreasing parameter matrices
from 4 to 3. Similarly, Semi-Tied Unit (STU) [2] employs one
shared gate and 4 individual gating vectors to replace 4 full matrices when computing the distinct output of all gates, achieving
4× parameter saving compared with the normal LSTM. SVD
is another popular compression approach. It decomposes a fullrank weight matrix using two lower rank matrices, which may
result in significant parameter reduction. Factorized LSTM [3]
applies SVD structure on LSTM’s weight matrices with little
performance regression while using only 1/3 parameters. Povey
et al. [4] train neural networks with SVD structures from scratch
by forcing the matrices to be semi-orthogonal, saving the time
and memory for pre-training a full network and performing SVD
decomposition.
Usually, structure-design based approaches can get similar
performance on the tasks they are designed for, compared
with the original network. But the compression ratio of the
structure-based approach is not high, mostly less than 10×.
The compression ratios of GRU, STU, factorized LSTM are
1.3×, 4×, 3× respectively. Also, these approaches are highly
ad-hoc and usually specific to a certain type of the original NN.
They are not the focus of this paper.
Quantization is another category of compression methods.
Scalar quantization [5] performs a clustering algorithm on
trained parameters and represents each weight with the corresponding centroid. Assuming we have k clusters, then the
number of bits required for each weight is reduced from 32
(floating points) to log2 k. Fixed-point quantization [6] defines
a staircase function to map weights from real numbers to a set
of k discrete values and also achieves a compression ratio of
32/ log2 k. Binarization [7] is an extreme case of fixed-point
quantization, where weight parameters are quantized to only 1
bit, i.e. {+1, −1}. The memory of the NN LM is hence reduced
to 1/32.
Due to the effectiveness and flexibility of quantization, it
has been successfully applied to models with different structures [8]–[11]. Despite great memory savings of quantized networks, they usually suffer from severe performance degradation
at a high compression ratio. Han et al. [8] report that the accuracy
of the quantized networks begins to drop significantly when
compressed below 8% of its original size on AlexNet. Hubara
et al. [12] show that language model perplexity on the Penn
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TreeBank (PTB) dataset doubles when 2-bits weight quantization and 4-bits activation quantization are adopted. A trade-off
between compression ratio and compressed model performance
is crucial in the quantization based methods.
Although scalar quantization has been well exploited, advanced approaches such as vector quantization [13] or product
quantization [14], have not been fully investigated. Ma et al. [15]
propose a novel soft binarization approach for NN LM compression and achieve 30× parameter reduction with negligible performance loss. Shi and Yu [16] explore product quantization in
word embedding compression and significantly reduce memory
consumption without hurting the language model performance.
In this paper, we effectively combine both product quantization
and binary quantization to achieve a higher compression ratio of
up to over 100, with little performance degradation. Model compression experiments are conducted on PTB, SMS, and SWB
corpus that have been used in [15] and [16]. Moreover, we design
a new series of experiments on the WikiText-103 corpus to testify
our proposed method on a large scale dataset. It is also worth
noting that, the proposed quantization approach is independent
of, and hence additive to, structured based approaches.
The article is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews
NN LM compression approaches. Section III describes the
product quantization and soft binarization framework, which
are based on our earlier works [15], [16]. Section V describes
the experimental settings and presents the results. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL COMPRESSION
The goal of language modeling is to calculate the joint probability of a word sequence (w1 , w2 , . . . , wN ), where w1 and
wN stand for the sentence start symbol <bos> and end symbol
<eos> separately. According to Bayes’ rule, the formula can be
written as
P (w1 , . . . , wN ) = P (w1 )

N
−1


P (wt+1 |w1 · · · wt ),

(1)

t=1

NN LMs typically consist of three parts to calculate the conditional word probability P (wt+1 |w1 · · · wt ): an input embedding,
hidden layers, and an output embedding. The input embedding
W in is a lookup table mapping the tth word to a distributed
embedding vector xt . The output embedding W out is a linear
layer followed by a softmax operation, which projects the hidden
state ht to a word probability distribution pt . The hidden layers
can have various NN structures, such as feed forward NN or
recurrent NN. State-of-the-art NN LMs usually have recurrent
links so that long-term word history can be well modeled.
To reduce the memory consumption of NN LM, one strategy
is to design a novel compact NN structure for neural network
hidden layers, and another is to employ a quantization based
approach. The two strategies are independent and the gains can
be superimposed. In this paper, we only focus on quantization
based approaches that are not specific to certain NN structure.
Without losing generalization, in the rest of the paper, we use
LSTM LM for discussion. Note that it is straightforward to apply
the proposed approaches to other NN models.
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A. Memory Consumption of LSTM LM
LSTM LM can be written as the below compact form
xt = W in x̄t
ht , ct = LSTM(xt , ht−1 , ct−1 )
pt = softmax(W out ht + bout ),

(2)

where LSTM(·) denotes the hidden layer transformation function.
At each time step t, LSTM(·) reads in xt , hidden state ht−1 , and
memory state ct−1 , and then produces ht and ct , as defined
below:
it = σ(W xi xt + W hi ht−1 + bi )
f t = σ(W xf xt + W hf ht−1 + bf )
g t = tanh(W xg xt + W hg ht−1 + bg )
ot = σ(W xo xt + W ho ht−1 + bo )
ct = f t  ct−1 + it  g t
ht = ot  tanh(ct ),

(3)

where ct is the cell state to remember history information.
it , f t , ot are called gates that protect and control the cell state
through sigmoid function σ(·). W ∗∗ are weight matrix parameters, b∗ are bias parameters.
Ignoring biases, the LSTM parameter set θ = {θemb , θlstm }
can be divided into two parts: the embedding parameter set
θemb = {W in , W out } and the LSTM hidden layer parameter set
θlstm = {W xi , W hi , W xf , W hf , W xg , W hg , W xo , W ho }.
The total number of parameters can be easily computed given
the corresponding vocabulary V , embedding size e, and LSTM
cell/hidden layer size h. Let |θ| denote the number of parameters
in θ, usually |V | >> h, we have:
|θ| = |θemb | + |θlstm | = |V |e + |V |h + 4h (h + e)
= (|V | + 4h) (h + e) ≈ |V | (h + e) ,

(4)

Equation (4) shows that |θ| grows linearly with the vocabulary
size, which is typically at the scale of hundreds of thousands. As
a result, the embedding parameter set θemb is often responsible for
the memory problem of LSTM LMs. A widely used large data set
in language modeling is WikiText-103 [17] with |V | = 268 K.
To model such a large number of words, the embedding layers
will cost nearly 1.0 GB memory with an embedding size of
e = h = 1024 even in a tied model. At the same time, one LSTM
layer has only ∼ 32M parameters with the same configuration.
The resulting language model would be too big for portable
devices to store.
B. LSTM LM Parameter Compression
As shown above, finding compact embedding matrix representation is of great interest because embedding matrices
account for most memory usage for NN LMs with large vocabularies. The current embedding framework treats each word
separately as a row vector in an embedding matrix W , thus
all word embeddings are independent. Once a new word w is
added into the vocabulary, a brand new embedding xw needs
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to be appended to the embedding matrix W regardless of the
existing word embeddings.
Although low-rank matrix decomposition such as SVD may
be used to reduce the number of parameters and consequently
save memory usage of word embeddings, severe performance
degradation is usually found at a high compression ratio. More
promising approaches proposed recently are to construct a structure to exploit the similarity among words. They explicitly
define the sharing principles for word embeddings and have
shown good trade-off between compression and performance
in language model tasks.
Chen et al. [18] take the word frequency into consideration
and improve the naive SVD algorithm with weighted, blockwise low-rank approximation. Words are first partitioned into
several disjoint blocks based on their frequency. In the following
iterations, the proposed method learns to refine the clustering
strategy as well as the weighted-SVD approximation inside each
block for the embedding matrix. When combined with fixedpoint quantization, an overall compression ratio of 12.8× could
be achieved on the OBW dataset.
LightRNN [19] assumes a word w can be represented by row
embedding xrw and column embedding xcw rather than just one
single embedding xw . To allocate all words
into a square matrix,
lightRNN assumes that 1) there are exactly |V | row and column
embeddings and
2) each row or column embedding is shared
among exactly |V | words. Under these strong
 assumptions,
lightRNN compresses |V | embeddings into 2 |V | embeddings.
The drawback of lightRNN is that the second assumption is too
strong to be satisfied, especially for small datasets. What’s more,
the compression ratio of lightRNN is fixed given the vocabulary
embedding size and cell size. This makes it impossible to get
a flexible trade-off between performance drop and memory
saving.
Explicit linguistic knowledge or training data information has
also been used to achieve structured word embeddings. For example, Chen et al. [20] divide the whole vocabulary into frequent
words and rare words and assumes that rare words’ embeddings matrix W (r) can be obtained via a linear transformation
from frequent words’ embedding matrix W (r) = T W (f ) . The
transformation matrix T is by definition a sparse non-negative
matrix to achieve parameter reduction. Chen and Yu [21] assume
that rare words can be represented by grapheme and PoS tag
embeddings. Since the number of classes of grapheme and
PoS tags is very limited, the number of embedding parameters
is greatly reduced. However, all these approaches are ad-hoc
methods that require prior knowledge. In contrast, we are only
interested in pure data-driven approaches in this paper.
In addition to embedding matrices, LSTM hidden layer parameters can also be compressed. Pruning [8], [22] reduces the
number of NN hidden layer parameters by removing redundant
nodes and connections. SVD or low-rank decomposition has
also been effectively used.
The above approaches achieve memory saving by reducing the
number of parameters. Quantization is another widely accepted
idea to save memory usage by reducing the bits used for each
parameter. Weights are grouped into several clusters and a few
bits are used to represent the neurons and index a few float

values [12], [23], [24]. In [5], a compression ratio of 10 is
achieved on the RNN LM with no performance degradation. An
extreme case is binarization, i.e. 1-bit quantization [24]–[28]. It
has been shown that, although a very high compression ratio
can be obtained with binarization, the previous approaches
usually result in significant performance degradation. Quantization approaches are mostly applied to hidden layer parameter
compression and few works discuss its application to embedding
matrices. Vector quantization has also been successfully used in
speech recognition [29][30] and computer vision [31]. However,
the naive vector quantization method requires a global structure
in high dimension space for good performance [10]. In the below
sections, we will introduce new quantization-based compression
approaches to achieve highly effective LSTM LM compression.
III. STRUCTURED EMBEDDING WITH PRODUCT QUANTIZATION
To alleviate the performance degradation problem of naive
VQ, product quantization (PQ) [14] explores the redundancy in
vector space by decomposing the space into a Cartesian product
of low dimensional subspaces and quantizing each subspace
separately. Using product quantization, Gong et al. [10] and
Han et al. [8] achieve a high compression ratio in CNN for
image tasks with little performance degrade. Moreover, Joulin
et al. [32] apply PQ on the input word embedding of text
classification models and achieves 8 times embedding parameter
reduction. Kumar et al. [33] provide a direction for conducting
PQ to shrink both the input embedding and softmax matrices.
Variani et al. [34] propose to represent word embeddings as
the accumulation of sub-unit embeddings. In both embedding
layers, each word is decomposed into smaller sub-units through
word-to-character mapping or random mapping. An overall
compression ratio of 11.1 could be achieved in a direct one stage
training. In contrast to their work, Shi and Yu [16] base on the assumption that one word shares partial embeddings (which reflect
partial underlying relationship properties) with other words. PQ
is applied to construct Product Structured Embeddings (PSE) for
NN LM memory reduction. PSE better utilizes the underlying
semantic representation of words although pre-training of the
embedding matrix is required.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, product quantization includes two
basic steps: 1) decomposing the embedding matrix into several
sub-spaces (also called groups in this paper) and 2) clustering the
vectors in each sub-space. Sub-space decomposition ensures
the representation ability, while clustering drastically reduces
the parameter size and the memory cost.
In this paper, we first train a vanilla NN LM with conventional
embeddings. Then the input and output embedding matrices are
individually compressed by applying product quantization (PQ),
after which the whole model could be fine-tuned or totally retrained for optimal performance.
A. Compression via Product Quantization
Input embedding and output embedding are compressed independently. The operations for two embeddings are identical,
so we use the input embedding matrix W = W in ∈ R|V |×e as
an example in this section.
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A simple illustration of the product quantization method [16].

Product quantization needs two hyper-parameters, the number
of subspace partitions g, and the number of clusters c(g) of each
subspace. Here, we use the same c for all subspaces. Matrix W is
then compressed to ean index matrix Q ∈ N |V |×g and a codebook
tensor C ∈ Rg×c× g , where e is the embedding size and |V | is
the vocabulary size. Note that, in this paper, matrix W is equally
divided into g partitions, so e is assumed to be divisible by g.
Both hyper-parameters of g and c affect the compression results
and should be carefully determined.
At the decomposition step, the original matrix W is simply
chunked into g dimension groups along the row dimension:


(5)
W = W 1, W 2, . . . , W g
At the clustering step, the sub-matrix W i is quantized one
by one. Intuitively, the vector quantization method can be used
here. The row vectors in sub-matrix W i are compressed via
K-means clustering [35] with K = c. K-means algorithm uses
centroid vectors, namely codebook, to represent all the vectors.
And it maintains a vector-to-centroid mapping, namely index,
indicating which centroid is the closest to each vector:
W i ≈ C i (q i )

(6)

where
q i ∈ N |V | is a |V | dimensional index vector and C i ∈
c× ge
is a codebook matrix, corresponding to the sub-matrix
R
W i . The j th row vector of C i (q i ) is ciqi which is the qji row
j

vector of C i , and qji denotes the j th element of vector q i , where
1 ≤ j ≤ |V | and 1 ≤ qji ≤ c. Consequently the original full matrix W is compressed to an index matrix Q = [q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q g ] ∈
N |V |×geand a collection of codebooks C = [C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C g ] ∈
Rg×c× g .
B. Memory Reduction Analysis
The memory cost of PSE consists of memory for the codebooks and the memory for the index matrix. We can represent the index of the codebooks with log2 c bits, while parameters in codebooks are usually 32-bit floating-points. The
total memory cost in bytes is 4|θC | + 18 |θQ | log2 c = 4ec +
1
8 |V |g log2 c. A widely used language model corpus is PTB
where the vocabulary size is |V | = 10K. For a typical setup
with e = 600, g = 6, c = 1024, the compression ratio will be
|
24000KB
= 2458KB+75KB
= 9.47.
r = 4ec+ 14e|V
8 |V |g log2 c
Shi and Yu [16] formulate product quantization by equation
(6) as a special low-rank decomposition W = U V where U ∈
N |V |×e is a fixed integer matrix and only V ∈ Re×e is updated
during training.

Fig. 2.
4 [16].

U (left) and V (right) in low-rank decomposition, here we have g =

As is illustrated in Fig. 2, the j th row in the ith sub-matrix
U ∈ N |V |×c , where 1 ≤ i ≤ ge , 1 ≤ j ≤ |V |, is obtained from
q i , with U i (j, qji ) = 1. V is a block diagonal matrix where
the ith block is the codebook V i = C i . Alternatively, Shi and
Yu [16] suggest that product quantization can be considered
as using the multi-hot representation instead of the one-hot
representation.
i

IV. NN PARAMETER QUANTIZATION WITH SOFT
BINARIZATION
Binarization has proven to be a highly efficient quantization
based compression method for CNN and RNN since proposed
in [7]. A widely used way to binarize full precision (float) NN
weights is to take the sign of the corresponding float values,
which is referred to as deterministic approach.1 For a real-valued
b
is
matrix W with entries wij , the binarized weight element wij
obtained by:

+1 if wij ≥ 0,
b
wij = sign(wij ) =
(7)
−1 otherwise.
To train a binarized neural network (BNN), instead of directly
training on binarized weights, real-valued weights are employed
during the whole training process except for using the binarized
weights in the forward propagation. Namely, error signals are
calculated using the binarized weights, but gradients calculation
and weight parameters update are all done with the real-valued
weights [36].
With the basic BNN training principle, several methods have
been proposed. In BinaryConnect [26], weights are directly binarized to compress feedforward neural networks. Hou et al. [25]
show that BinaryConnect yields poor performance on binarized
language models due to exploding gradients. The binary weight
1 Another approach is the stochastic approach where binarization function
generates +1 or −1 with a probability p[7]. In this paper, we adopt the
deterministic approach since it is more straightforward and hardware friendly
to implement.
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network (BWN) [37] extends BinaryConnect by estimating the
full precision weight W as W ≈ αW b . The real-valued scaling
factor α is calculated as the average of absolute weight values,
i.e. α = n1 W l1 . Although BWN greatly outperforms BinaryConnect on the image classification and language modeling
tasks, there is still noticeable performance loss compared to the
full precision model [25].
Guo et al. [24]
try to approximate W with k binary weight
matrices: W ≈ kj=1 αj W bj where αj > 0 and all W bj stand
for binarized matrices. This is also defined as multi-bit quantization. Zhou et al. [23] and Hubara et al. [12] test the effectiveness of multi-bit quantized RNNs in language modeling. When
k ≤ 3, the compressed model fails to reach the performance
of the full precision model. Xu et al. [38] propose alternating
minimization to improve the optimization algorithm and match
the performance of the baseline language model when k = 3.
Generally speaking, multi-bit quantization performs better than
binarization based methods, but with a smaller compression ratio
of 32/k.
Ardakani et al. [28] investigate RNN binarization using batch
normalization. Nevertheless, the binarization of embedding layers is not studied, hence memory usage still remains large. Our
previous work [27] trains RNN with both binarized embeddings
and binarized hidden layer weights. However, there is still
performance degradation compared to the full precision model.
The work also indicates that binarized language models converge more slowly than original models with carefully designed
optimization techniques.
There are two main reasons accounting for the poor performance of BNN. First, when all weights are binary values, the
dynamic range of neuron activations would be limited. This
may weaken the representation ability of the compressed language model. Second, due to the quantization effect, supervision
signals back-propagated from the original loss function with
given hard labels may not be sufficiently accurate and strong to
compensate for the quantization errors.
To address the two issues, Ma et al. [15] propose a soft binarization framework. The meaning of “soft” has two folds. First, a
small number of real-valued parameters are utilized to enhance
the representation ability of the binarized model. Hence, the
weights of the compressed model are no longer pure binary and
are slightly “softened”. Previous works, such as [27] and [37],
have shown that softened weights are beneficial for performance.
Ma et al. [15] further formalize the idea in a general form
and apply it to both embeddings and hidden layer parameters.
Second, the knowledge distillation framework is used to train
BNN, where output distribution from the uncompressed model
is used as additional supervision. Hence, the target label is no
longer a given hard label and is a combination of hard and soft
(distribution) labels. With the soft labels, the learning of the
quantized model becomes more robust and smooth. With the soft
binarization framework, comparable performance to the original
full precision model can be obtained.
A. Binarized LSTM With Real-Valued Adjustment Parameters
There are two major components in an NN LM to compress, namely embedding layers and recurrent layers. In soft

binarization, both of them are binarized with real-valued adjustment vectors to improve the representation ability. Although
the introduction of real-valued parameters makes the resultant
model no longer purely binarized, the parameter number increase is very limited and hence the memory compression ratio
remains high.
1) Binarized Embedding LM (BELM): The binarized embeddings are calculated as W bin = binarize(W in ) and W bout =
binarize(W out ), where the function binarize is defined as

+√1H if wij ≥ 0,
binarize(wij ) =
(8)
−√1H otherwise.
Here, H is the hidden dimension. As proposed in [27], constraining weights with equation (8) instead of {+1, −1} enables
the binarized model to converge faster and obtain better performance.
To compensate for the quantization error, an additional realvalued adjustment vectors γ in is used to rescale the input embedding. Previous studies have shown that the output layer has a
great impact on the performance of the language model [39].
Hence, more real-valued adjust parameters are used. a realvalued vector γ out is introduced to adjust the norm of each
word embedding and a bias vector bout to account for the prior
unigram word distribution. In addition, a full precision projection matrix W y is inserted after the hidden layers. Therefore,
the forward computation of BELM is defined as
xt = W bin x̄t  eγ in
ht , ct = LSTM(xt , ht−1 , ct−1 )
s t = W y h t + by
pt = softmax(W bout st  eγ out + bout )

(9)

2) Fully Binarized LM (FBLM): In addition to input and
output embeddings, we can further binarize the parameters of
hidden layers. A fully binarized language model (FBLM) is
defined as an LSTM LM with all parameters binarized. The
computation procedure is similar to equation (9) except that all
LSTM units are further binarized.
As shown before, one LSTM unit contains eight parameter
matrices, which are typically over-parameterized. For each binarized matrix, a real-valued scaling vector γ is used to enhance
modeling power. The formula for an LSTM unit with binarized
weights are:
it = σ(W bxi xt  eγ xi + W bhi ht−1  eγ hi + bi )
f t = σ(W bxf xt  eγ xf +W bhf ht−1  eγ hf + bf )
g t = tanh(W bxg xt  eγ xg + W bhg ht−1  eγ hg + bg )
ot = σ(W bxo xt  eγ xo + W bho ht−1  eγ ho + bo )
ct = f t  ct−1 + it  g t
ht = ot  tanh(ct )
W b∗∗

(10)

where
denote binarized matrices and γ ∗∗ denote realvalued vectors. We also apply binarization on the additional
projection layer inserted in BELM to further compensate for
the error near the output layer. The third row of BELM formula
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TABLE I
MEMORY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON OF COMPRESSED LSTM LM

is replaced by
st = W by ht  eγ y + by

(11)

It is worth noting that since the soft binarization approach does
not have any requirement on the embedding matrix structure, it is
straightforward to combine it with product structured embedding
(PSE) described in Section III. This will yield a significantly
better memory compression ratio.
3) Memory Compression Ratio Comparison: We denote the
embedding dimension as e, and the hidden dimension as h.
Suppose the vocabulary size is |V |, Table I shows the memory
consumption of BELM and FBLM for LSTM LM with one
hidden layer. Here we assume e = h for simplicity. Furthermore,
it also shows the memory consumption of combining binarized
language models and the product structured embedding, which
results in extremely compact models. We denote the number of
dimension partition groups as g, and the number of clusters as c
as previously mentioned.
As indicated before, in NN LMs, the vocabulary size |V | is
usually an order of magnitude larger than the hidden size h or the
embedding size e. Therefore the embedding layers are crucial to
the parameter size of the LM with a large vocabulary. As shown
in the above table, with binarization on embedding layers, the
coefficient of the first item drops from 8 to 0.25. As a result,
the size of the BELM is greatly reduced. While embedding
layers are binarized, parameters of the hidden layers dominate
the size of the BELM. The table shows that FBLM yields about
32× memory savings compared to the full precision LSTM
LM. With product quantization, the original h-dimensional word
embedding xt could be replaced by an index vector with the
dimension of only g log2 c. However, two codebook matrices
with the size of 4ch also need to be stored. If we apply binary
quantization on the product structured embedding layers, the
memory size for each codebook reduces to 0.125ch. When the
language model has a large vocabulary size, the overall compression ratio of FBLM+PQ w.r.t LSTM could be approximated as
8|V |h+4|V |
32h+16
r ≈ 0.25|V
|g log2 c+8|V | = g log2 c+32 . Assume g = 6, c = 1024
and h = 600, then we have r ≈ 208.
B. Knowledge Distillation Training for Binarized LSTM
Knowledge distillation (KD), also referred to as teacherstudent learning, has been successfully used in model complexity compression [40]–[43]. Previous work shows that KD
can transfer LSTM LM performance to an FNN LM with a
compression ratio of 1.6 [42]. However, they mainly focus on
knowledge transfer between different types of neural networks.

Fig. 3. Knowledge distillation setup. The teacher network is a full precision
language model and the student network is a binarized language model [15].

Soft binarization uses the full precision language model as
the teacher model to guide the training of binarized language
models, which results in a much higher compression ratio. The
use of knowledge distillation is critical here to maintain performance and stabilize training. The schematic of the knowledge
distillation setup is shown in Fig. 3.
The procedure of KD training is similar to before, except
for using a modified training criterion. We denote the training
sample pair as (x, y) and suppose the vocabulary size is |V |.
The original training criterion is to minimize the negative loglikelihood loss (NLL) given the hard label annotation,
LNLL =

|V |
T 


−1{y = k} log p(y = k|xt ; θ)

(12)

t=1 k=1

The output distribution of the teacher model and the student
model are denoted as q(y|x; θT ) and p(y|x; θ), where q(y|x; θT )
is also called “soft label” that provides extra context information.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence between them is used as an
additional term in the training criterion. Ignoring the terms
independent of the parameters to be trained, we can write the
soft-label criterion as
LSoft =

|V |
T 


−q(y = k|xt ; θT ) log p(y = k|xt ; θ)

(13)

t=1 k=1

Usually, the loss generated from the original data and the teacher
output are interpolated for better performance. Therefore, the
final objective function is calculated as
LKD = (1 − α)LNLL + αLSoft ,

(14)

where the interpolation weight α combines both the one-hot hard
distribution and the teacher soft distribution.
In the experimental section, we also show the results for a
strong self-distillation baseline. Rather than compressing models, self-distillation aims to train students that have identical
architectures as the teacher models. As proposed in [44], transferring knowledge to a parameterized identical model generates
better student networks on both computer vision and language
modeling tasks. The schematic of self-distillation is similar to
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TABLE II
LM EVALUATION DATASET DESCRIPTION

TABLE III
PPL OF DIFFERENT PQ CONFIGURATIONS ON PTB (GRID SEARCH)

Fig. 3, in which the student network is replaced by a fullprecision language model with the same structure as the teacher
model.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
Four datasets are used to evaluate the proposed approach.
PTB is a famous English corpus with articles collected from
Wall Street Journal. SMS is a Chinese short message dataset.
SWB-Fisher (SWB) is a conversation corpus widely used for
ASR. WikiText-103 is a collection of well-written articles from
Wikipedia. Experiments on WikiText-103 demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a large vocabulary dataset. The
detailed description of these datasets is listed in Table II. Perplexity (PPL) results are given on all four datasets. On SMS
and SWB, we further evaluate the word error rate (WER) of the
compressed models on audio test sets by performing N-best ASR
hypotheses rescoring. On SMS, a 5000 hours Mandarin corpus
is used to train the DNN-HMM acoustic model and a tri-gram
language model is utilized in the first pass decoding. On SWB,
the ASR system is trained on the SwitchBoard-300 h dataset.
We train a 3-layer projected-LSTM acoustic model that models
triphone states. A tri-gram LM is trained on the corresponding
transcripts. N is set to 100 and 50 separately.
For PTB and SMS, we use one layer LSTM LM with 600
hidden units. For the SWB dataset, we use two hidden layers
with 600 hidden units each. The embedding dimension is equal
to the hidden dimension on these three datasets. For WikiText103, we use two hidden layers with 1500 hidden units while the
embedding size is set to 1024. We apply the dropout for network
regularization [45]. For the PTB dataset, the dropout rate is set to
0.5 and for the SMS dataset, the dropout rate is set to 0.2. Since
the SWB and WikiText-103 datasets contain large amounts of
running words, we do not apply dropout. SGD optimizer with
momentum is used in all experiments. The combination weight
α in the KD training is set to 0.5.
Sentences are not concatenated in the training and evaluation
of PTB, SMS, and SWB datasets. Perplexities are calculated
without crossing sentence boundaries, which is consistent with
the speech recognition setup. In the default setting, embedding
layers are not tied and standard softmax is used in the output
layer. In the PQ compression experiments, g is empirically set
to 6, and c is set to 1024. It is worth noting that experimental
settings in this paper are mostly different from [15] and [16], e.g.
whether the sentences are concatenated, the hidden dimension,
and the number of hidden layers, therefore resulting in different
baseline models and compression results.

Fig. 4.

PQ comparison on PTB with different settings of g and c.

B. Experiments of Product Quantization
First, we study the effect of different PQ configurations on
the small PTB dataset. Table III and Fig. 4 shows that as the
number of sub-quantizers g and the number of cluster centers
c increase, the performance of the language model compressed
with product quantization is improved. However, when g and c
increase to a certain scale, the marginal benefit of performance
caused by the increment in parameter size begins to decrease.
Moreover, the compression ratio decreases as g and c increase.
In the extreme case of g = H and c = V , the resulting PSE
is equivalent to the ordinary word embedding. Therefore, both
model performance and compression ratio should be taken into
consideration when choosing g and c.
It should be noted that when g = 8, c = 1024, we get better
PPL (91.5) than baseline (92.2) while achieving a 9.4× compression ratio in embeddings. The results indicate that product
quantization could yield a certain degree of regularization to
improve the model generalization ability.
It is also interesting to investigate whether the index matrix
obtained by PQ could truly reflect the similarity between words.
The structured index vector for each word can be regarded as
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TABLE IV
SIMILARITY ANALYSIS ON DIFFERENT PARTS OF PARTIAL EMBEDDINGS ON SWB DATASET, A WORD MAY SHARE DIFFERENT
PART OF PARTIAL EMBEDDINGS WITH DIFFERENT WORDS

TABLE V
LEARNED CODES FOR PTB EMBEDDINGS (g = 4, c = 6)

TABLE VI
PERPLEXITY, WER (%), AND MEMORY (MB) COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL OR
PQ EMBEDDING MATRICES ON PTB, SMS, AND SWB

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT BINARIZATION ALGORITHM ON PTB

the rest tables in the paper, “Memory” refers to the model size in
terms of MegaByte and “Comp. Ratio” refers to the compression
ratio between the uncompressed and compressed models. It can
be observed that on the PTB dataset, the compressed models
perform slightly worse than the baseline models with a compression ratio of 3.6. On SMS and SWB dataset, the proposed
model gives nearly the same PPL and WER as the baseline model
while achieving compression ratios of 12.0 and 6.8 respectively.
Experiment results show that sharing partial embeddings among
words scarcely hurts model performance.
C. Experiments of Soft Binarization

a g−dimensional “code vector,” where each dimension has c
different categories. We set g = 4, c = 6 (code space is 1296)
to force the model to assign multiple words to the same code
for the vocabulary size of 10 K. Table V shows a snippet of the
learned codes and the corresponding words. Not only are words
in the same group have similar meanings, but words sharing
similar discrete codes are also semantically related. For instance,
code 1-2-0-4 contains place names, and 4-2-0-4 contains brand
names, which are all proper nouns. This experiment demonstrates that product structured embeddings (PSE) can extract
structured relationship between words.
In Table IV, we further conduct a similarity analysis on
different parts of embeddings on the SWB dataset. Here we
set g = 3 and c = 1024. For polysemous words such as “king,”
different parts reflect different meanings. The first part shares
partial embedding with words related to the royal household.
The second part shares partial embedding with people’s names
and the third part indicates that “king” could be a profession.
Finally, the results for product quantized embeddings on
language modeling and ASR rescoring task are shown in Table VI. According to the previous development experiments in
Table III, we fix the hyper-parameters as g = 6, c = 1024. Here,
we first train a baseline LSTM LM and then perform the k-means
algorithm on the pre-trained embedding matrices, which is used
to initialize the index matrices of product quantized embeddings.
Table VI shows the performance and the compression comparison between full or PQ embedding matrices. In this table and

First, we evaluate binarized embedding LMs (BELMs) on
PTB. Our results are compared to three existing binarization
frameworks. BinaryConnect [26] ignores the quantization loss
and fails to learn binary embeddings. In BWN [37], the scaling
factor is added which helps to recover a part of the quantization loss. The original BELM proposed by us [27] inserts two
projection layers after the input embedding and in front of the
output embedding, which attains 7% degradation compared to
the baseline model. The input projection layer is discarded in this
paper, instead, real-valued scaling vectors are appended to both
embeddings. Table VII shows that the BELM proposed in [15]
outperforms the other three methods and yields comparable
performance to the baseline model with a compression ratio
of 4. This demonstrates that a small number of real-valued
scalars (1.4 M compared to BinaryConnect and BWN) could
improve the performance of the compressed language models
dramatically.
Experimental results for LSTM LMs with complete soft binarization are listed in Table VIII. From the third column we
can see that with the original training criterion, BELMs and
FBLMs suffer from performance degradation to varying degrees.
The fourth column shows results obtained with the knowledge
distillation framework. Here the baseline LSTM is used as the
teacher model to guide the training process of the compressed
models. We also show the results of self-distilled baseline+KD as
stronger baselines for comparison. With knowledge distillation,
only minor improvement can be observed on the full precision
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TABLE VIII
PERPLEXITY, WER (%), AND MEMORY (MB) RESULTS FOR BASELINE LSTM,
BELM, AND FBLM ON PTB, SMS, AND SWB

LSTM LMs. In contrast, the performance of the binarized models significantly improves with the modified training criterion
on all three datasets.
The reason for the binarized models to get greater performance gains might be that the structure difference between
the binarized models and the full-precision models is larger.
Therefore soft labels provide more useful information than
to the full precision model. Some of the compressed models
even surpass their full precision counterparts with KD training.
Previous works have shown that significant redundancy exists in
the parameterization of deep learning models [46]. Therefore,
binarization serves as a variant of dropout which helps the
model to generalize better [7]. From results on N-best ASR
hypotheses rescoring, we can draw similar conclusions that our
soft binarization method achieves a tremendous compression
ratio of 30 without losing performance.

Fig. 5. (a) The conventional word embedding based on one-hot encoding.
(b) The PQ encoding scheme. (c) The binarized embedding scheme. (d) A
combination of PQ and binarization on the embedding layer.
TABLE IX
PERPLEXITY OF BELM / FBLM + FFPQ / BFPQ ON PTB

D. Combination of Product Quantization and Binarization
Since product quantization and soft binarization approaches
are independent, it is of interest to investigate combining PSE
with binarized language models to achieve a memory compression ratio as high as possible with acceptable degradation.
Hence, in this section, product quantization is employed in the
calculation of the binarized embeddings in BELMs and FBLMs.
We illustrate four types of embedding calculations in Fig. 5.
An index matrix Q4 and a codebook matrix C 4 are utilized to
combine PSE and binarization. Q4 is initialized by performing
k-means clustering on a pre-trained embedding matrix and stays
fixed. We randomly initialize C 4 and perform binarization operation on it in the training phase. According to the original matrix
used in the clustering process, there are three general ways to
combine quantization and binarization:
1) Pre-train a full precision LSTM and conduct PQ on the
trained parameter matrix W 1 , denoted as FFPQ (Float
Float PQ).
2) Pre-train a binarized LSTM and conduct PQ on the trained
full precision matrix W 3 which is used for binarization,
denoted as BFPQ (Binary Float PQ).
3) Pre-train a binarized LSTM and conduct PQ on the binarized W 3 , namely W b3 , denoted as BBPQ (Binary Binary
PQ).
Since the pretrained matrix is binarized in BBPQ, it is not
possible to apply the clustering algorithm in the Euclidean space.
To eliminate the influence of different clustering methods, in this

paper, we only focus on the first two approaches. When Q4 is
initialized and fixed, we train the compressed language model
from scratch. Results for FFPQ and BFPQ are shown in Table IX.
FFPQ performs better than BFPQ on both BELMs and
FBLMs. A possible explanation might be that BFPQ calculates
Q based on the real-valued matrices which are not directly used
during the inference phase of the language model. Hence FFPQ
contains better index matrices than BFPQ. In the following
experiments, we adopt the FFPQ method to perform product
quantization.
The above experiments do not use KD during training. Experiments of combining PQ and the complete soft binarization
technique are shown in Table X. The knowledge distillation process is similar to Fig. 3 except that the student model is changed
to a BELM+PQ model or an FBLM+PQ model. The BELM+PQ
model has a model size similar to the BELM. Since most memory
footprint in the BELM comes from the hidden layers, binarizing
the codebook matrices does not make a remarkable reduction
in memory consumption. Nevertheless, the FBLM+PQ model
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TABLE X
PERPLEXITY, WER (%), AND MEMORY (MB) RESULTS FOR MODELS
COMPRESSED WITH BOTH PRODUCT QUANTIZATION AND BINARIZATION ON
PTB, SMS, AND SWB

TABLE XII
PERPLEXITY, WER (%), AND MEMORY (MB) RESULTS FOR SMALL LSTM
COMPRESSION ON PTB, SMS, AND SWB

TABLE XI
PERPLEXITY AND WER (%) RESULTS FOR BASELINE MODELS AND
COMPRESSED MODELS ON SMS AND SWB CORPUS WITH OR WITHOUT
3-GRAM INTERPOLATION

find the optimal λ falls around 0.3. Perplexity and WER results
improve significantly with the interpolated 3-gram model. On
SWB, the optimal λ falls around 0.1. The perplexity results are
only slightly improved and WER results are even worse than the
pure LSTM LM. The almost unchanged performance might be
due to the large amounts of running words in SWB, making NN
LM significantly better than the statistical language model. The
results also indicate that our compressed models work well with
n-gram LM interpolation.
In the above experiments, the initial baseline LSTM is relatively big w.r.t. training data sets such as PTB. It is then interesting to compare the compressed LSTM to a directly trained
small LSTM. This comparison will confirm whether removing
redundancy from a big NN LM is better than simply building
a small model from scratch. Also, it is useful to investigate the
compression effect on a compact NN LM.
In Table XII, we show the comparison results for smaller
LSTM models. Each model on the table has one hidden layer
with 300 LSTM neurons, and we set g = 4 and c = 1024.
It can be observed that on all three datasets, binarized models
with both PQ and binarization perform much worse than the
baseline small LSTM. This implies that compression approaches
may not work well if the baseline NN LM is already very
compact. When comparing Table XII to Table X, we can find that
the compressed big FBLM+PQ model in Table X with the size
of only 1.5 M gets similar or even better performance than the
full precision small LSTM with a larger size. This encourages
us to select a big model size setting to perform the proposed
compression methods. The sharp reduction of parameters also
opens up for employing large dimensionality of network layers
or model ensembles.

largely reduces the model size of the FBLM by sharing binarized
embeddings among semantically similar words.
Although Table VIII shows that FBLMs could reach a fairly
high compression ratio of 30, there is still parameter redundancy
in FBLMs. The memory usage of FBLM+PQ models is less
than 2 M, which can be stored in embedded systems or portable
devices effectively. Knowledge distillation is effective to fill the
performance gap between the compressed models and the baseline models. When the model is trained with the KD criterion,
up to 4% performance improvement could be observed. From
Table X, on three datasets, a very high compression ratio of up to
over 100 can be achieved with comparable PPL performance to
the baseline full precision LSTM LM when the NLL criterion is
used. Whereas in the KD case, there is still a notable performance
gap (11% relative PPL). Moreover, our compressed models
show no statistically significant differences in the WER measure
compared to the Baseline model. Nevertheless, on the SWB
corpus, the WER of FBLM+PQ+KD degrades 3% relative in
comparison to the Baseline+KD and is statistically significant.
Back-off n-gram LMs have dominated the statistical language
models during the last few decades due to their simplicity
and efficiency. Previous studies [47] have shown that n-gram
LMs and NN LMs have complementary attributes and could be
interpolated for better generalization performance. The modified
conditional probability is calculated as
P wi |w1i−1 = λPNG wi |w1i−1 + (1 − λ)PNN wi |w1i−1
(15)
We train 3-gram models on the same text as the LSTM LMs
and list the performance in Table XI. The combination weight
λ is searched in the set of {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. On SMS, we

E. Large Scale Dataset Experiments
To test the compressed LSTM performance on the dataset with
a large vocabulary, we use WikiText-103 for evaluation. Here,
sentences are concatenated and then chunked into fixed-length
sequences with 35 words per sequence. Then, the hidden state
of LSTM is passed through batches to ensure the model can
learn long-term dependency. Since WikiText-103 has a large
vocabulary (268 k), input and output embedding layers are
tied and we use importance sampling [48] to approximate full
softmax. For per training batch, we select 8192 negative samples
according to the unigram distribution.
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TABLE XIII
PPL OF DIFFERENT FBLM+PQ+KD CONFIGURATIONS ON WIKITEXT-103
(GRID SEARCH)

in terms of both compression ratio (106.0× vs. 31.2×) and PPL
performance (38.7 vs. 80.7). The results for hash embedding [50]
also shows its’ poor model capacity after compression.
VI. CONCLUSION

TABLE XIV
COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS ON WIKITEXT-103 (g = 8, c = 32768)

Since the combination of PQ and soft binarization is the focus
of this paper, we mainly conduct compression experiments on
BELM+PQ (KD) and FBLM+PQ (KD) model. First, we run a
grid search on the number of sub-quantizers g and the number
of cluster centers c on the FBLM+PQ+KD model and present
the results in Table XIII.
Table XIII shows a similar trend to Table III that the performance of the compressed model improves as g and c increases.
When g = 8, c = 32768, the highly compact FBLM+PQ (KD)
achieves comparable performance to the baseline model. We
use this set of PQ parameters in the following experiments.
The results are shown in Table XIV. In the baseline LSTM
model, embedding layers occupy over 1 G space, which accounts
for 90% of the overall model size. With the combination of
binarized embeddings and product quantization, the proposed
BELM+PQ+KD outperforms baseline with 106× embedding
parameter reduction. Furthermore, FBLM+PQ+KD shows no
performance degradation with memory consumption of only
14 M. The results indicate that PQ and soft binarization can
be effectively used in much larger vocabularies and datasets by
compressing from a big baseline model.2
We also implement other NN LM compression approaches
for comparison, the results are listed in Table XIV. For all
the compression systems (including our proposed method), the
compression methods are applied to both input and output embeddings. The naive low-rank decomposition, i.e. SVD, suffers
from severe performance degradation when the compression
ratio is only 4.7. The Vector Quantization [49] can be viewed
as a special case of product quantization where the number of
partition group g = 1, we choose the hyper-parameters of VQ
to get a similar compression ratio of the BELM+PQ system.
Our proposed BELM+PQ (KD) significantly outperforms VQ
2 We also run comparison experiments for smaller LMs on WikiText-103.
The baseline model contains two layers of LSTM with the hidden dimension
of 1024. With g = 8, c = 32768, the PPL results for the baseline model, the
BELM+PQ+KD model, and the FBLM+PQ+KD model are 43.5, 40.7 and 48.4
respectively. Results indicate that a big model size setting is needed for the large
dataset, which is consistent with our findings in Table XII.

This paper combines two effective quantization approaches
for language model memory compression. In product structured
embedding, partial embeddings are shared among similar words,
which leads to significant parameter reduction, especially for
large vocabulary LMs. Soft binarization utilizes a small number of float parameters and applies the knowledge distillation
technique to enhance the performance of the binarized language
models, which also achieves great memory savings. The two
approaches are independent and hence additive. With the combination of product quantization and soft binarization, we achieve
a high compression ratio around 100, with acceptable loss in
terms of both PPL and WER measure compared to the original
full precision model. Experiments on large scale datasets also
demonstrate that the approaches generalize well on NN LMs
with large vocabularies by compressing from a large language
model.
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